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   KIN ETIC THEORY O F GASES •  Chapter 14

Kinetic theory of gases, assumes that 

the molecules are very small relative to 

the distance between molecules. The 

molecules are in constant, random motion 

and frequ ently collide with each other 

and w ith the walls of the container. The 

individual molecules possess the standard 

physical properties of mass, momentum, 

and energy. Molecules are very tiny and it 

is very difficult to measure the prop erties 

of each ind ivid ual molecu les. In kinetic 

theory we describe the physical prop erties 

in terms of the measurable physical 

quantities of the gas a whole. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

 You  sh ould  be  abl e to:

1 • 1Sketch:

  – p-V graph a t consta nt temperatu re.

  – V-T grap h at con stant p ressure.

  – P-T graph a t consta nt volume.

1 • 1Use1the1ideal1gas1equ ation1pV = nRT.

The amoun t of gas

• 1 A1volume1of1gas1contains1a1large1number1of1molecules.

• 1 The1number1of1molecules1in1a1gas1is1measured1in1units1of1

mole.

• 1 11mole1of1gas1is1equivalent1to16.021×11023 molecules.

• 1 The1mass1of111mole1of1gas1is1called1its1molar1mass.

• 1 Each1molecule1of1monatomic1gas1consists1one1atom,1

d iatomic gas consists of two atoms, and polyatomic gas 

consists of many atoms. 

Physical nature of a gas

• 1 The1number1of1molecules1in1a1gas1are1very1large.1

• 1 Each1individual1molecules1are1moves1randomly1inside1the1

container  of the gas.

• 1 Each1individual1molecules1has1momentum1and1kinetic1

energy. 

• 1 As1the1molecules1collid e1with1the1wall1of1the1container,1

they impart their momentum as a force on the container. 

The amount of force is measured as the force per u nit area 

or the pressure of the gas. 

• 1 The1random1motion1of1the1molecules1is1depend ent1on1

its temperature. The higher the temperature, the greater 

the motion will be. The mean kinetic energy of the gas is 

associated with the temperature of the gas. 

• 1 The1nature1(state)1of1a1gas1is1measured1by1its1volume,1

p ressure and temperature.

Gas laws

Boyle’s law

• 1Relates1the1volume,1V and  

pressure, p of a gas at constant 

temperatu re T.


